
VWM263 2x2 37”-63”+ 41.5” 72.1” 800x400mm 100lb

VWM363 3x3 37”-63”+ 41.5” 89.6” 800x400mm 100lb

Model Configuration Display Size Cart Height Load Rating
(per display)

Maximum
VESA Pattern

Base Depth

Keyed Locks
Dual proprietary keyed locks for 
security

Easy Leveling
Use powered driver for easy level-
ing and plumb adjustment

Multiple Casters
Heavy duty rubber casters for 
smooth mobility

Easy Leveling and Display Placement
Aligning the displays is easy with the post installation leveling mech-
anism.  Simply adjust the leveling screws for each display to level and 
eliminate gaps. The heavy duty click in place latch mechanism makes 
hanging and removing the display a breeze.  Latch can be locked down 
with included securing screw, to prevent removal.

Complete Solution
Choose from our 2x2 or 3x3 multi-display carts which come 
complete with everything needed to hang displays. Ships in stan-
dard-size shipping boxes, making it both economical to ship and 
easy to handle on the job site.

Smooth Mobility
Heavy duty rubber casters that enable smooth and agile mobility, 
easily fitting through doorways, hallways and other tight spaces. 

Heavy Duty 2x2 and 3x3 Configurations
Multi-Display Carts

Cord Management
Through-column cable routing with access on uprights, 
below each mounting bracket for uncluttered look.

for 37” - 63”+ displays
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Heavy-duty wheeled carts can be configured to facilitate multiple 63”+ displays 
mounted three-high and three wide. Features a universal design with sturdy rubber 
casters, enabling smooth and agile mobility, easily fitting through doorways, 
hallways and other tight spaces. Includes lateral, vertical, hoizontal and plumb 
adjustments and all necessary hardware needed to complete the installation. Both 
economical to ship and easy to handle on the jobsite, everything needed ships in 
stadard size shipping boxes.

TV size range 37” - 63”+

Configuration 2x2 VWM263, 3x3 VWM263

Weight Capacity 100 lb (45 kg) per screen

Max Mounting Pattern 800x400mm

Base depth 41.5”

Cart height 72.1”  VWM263
89.6”  VWM363

Max TV height (center of 
screen on top row)

68.3”  VWM263
85.5”  VWM363 

Lateral adjustment varies with screen

Construction high-grade cold rolled steel

Product finish Scratch resistant epoxy powder coat

Color Black

Model number VWM263, VWM363

Warranty 10 years

Attribute Value
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for 37” - 63”+ displays
Heavy Duty 2x2 and 3x3 Configurations
Multi-Display Carts


